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escape. Gradually Ron realized he actually wanted to be an active
participant in life, that his childhood experiences and his mother's
influence had persuaded hf-rn to stand on the side lines, sarcastic,
critical, hostile, and—fearful. By the end of our interviews Ron had
grown more understanding of his father, whose loud, rough kidding
he decided was a screen for timidity.
When Ron perceived how Gertrude had enfeebled him, he did
not lose his affection for her, but he did become aware of her capac-
ity to do harm. He then saw how unwilling his mother was for his
small sons to act like noisy, normal boys. More watchful of his
mother, these days Ron turns aside Gertrude's hints on how the chil-
dren should be reared. He now has ideas of his own.
After Margaret began to depend on Ron for help with the young-
sters, he rapidly improved as a parent and soon took the initiative
in arranging games for the boys, helping Deborah with her home-
work. The dramatic improvement in Deborah's scholarship showed
how badly she had needed a father; she is now in the top group at
school. Deborah still has occasional attacks of asthma as, for that
matter, has Ron. But their attacks seem to be less severe, and Ron's
depressions have almost disappeared. All three children are less
nervous. Ron now knows better than to ask young boys whether
they love him. Gregory and Robin demonstrate their love by the
way they run to the door when he comes home. And Margaret
now knows better than to ask Ron to buy a birthday present for
their twins and then outshine his choice of gift with a beguiling
puppy.
When Margaret learned to guard against the masculinity within
herself that lessened Ron's masculinity and her respect for him, the
couple's sexual relationship became a pleasure to them both. With
the change in Margaret's pattern of feelings, her behavior changed
in ways too numerous to mention. For one thing, she dropped for-
mality in entertaining and now is satisfied with buffet suppers
like others in their neighborhood. At these affairs Margaret and Ron
have built up genuine friendships among people with similar in-
terests to theirs. Margaret still wears slacks and tailored suits, cos-

